
Love your data

An insight into the benefits to 
be gained from expert data 
management



As a consumer, it’s nigh on impossible to make it 
through the day without having some dependency 
on data in one format or another. From a visit to 
the humble greengrocer around the corner to your 
favourite Just Eat takeaway right through to your 
mortgage broker ... data is accumulated, stored and 
processed so that you can function more efficiently. 

The sad fact is, however, that most organisations 
fail to invest the appropriate time and intelligence 
into their data management. From top to bottom, 
many of the organisations we come across will 
have a measure of ‘belief’ in the principle of good 
data management but will often be distracted by 
other operational matters that need more ‘urgent’ 
attention. Put bluntly, many of us tend to neglect the 
data component of our business until such point in 
time that the business starts to suffer … and then it’s 
often too late. 

Your competition, if they have any sense, will 
capitalise on this weakness, often covertly, by 
targeting your clients or prospects with more 
relevant messages.  Only when your market share 
is dropping or the pressure is mounting on your 
margins, might you realise the erosion of your 
business through prolonged neglect of your data. 

Thankfully, however, there are others who will step 
off the treadmill long enough to take a helicopter 
view of their business and then BINGO! It’s staring 
them in the face. The answer can be found in the 
data!

Whether the business challenge revolves around 
customer care issues or increasing sales or the 
challenge lies closer to home in HR, intelligent 
management of good quality data is truly 
transformational. And that’s why makepositive 
values our data partners so highly. 

“We are only as good as the data we work with”, 
says James Collett, SVP Market Alliances. “The 
Salesforce platform is phenomenal. There are few, 
if any, technical solutions it cannot be applied to. 
But … and there is a ‘but’ … it requires data to make 
it work. It can take poor quality data and improve 
it, but undoubtedly, the best ROI for our clients 
comes from them having good quality data in the 
first place or acquiring the data at launch stage. 
When ‘speed to market’ forms such an important 
aspect of the sustainable competitive advantage all 
organisations strive towards, having a data partner 
that understands the customer, understands their 
marketplace and understands our technology ... is 
little short of magical when it all comes together”. 

What is the importance of data?

According to some reports, ‘a social customer will 
tell an average of 42 people about a good customer 
experience, whereas that same customer will tell an 
average of 53 people about a bad experience!’ 
“Business was risky enough when we thought the 
figure was about 12-15 customers hearing from their 
peers about a ‘bad customer experience’ never 
mind a factor of 42”, Collett says.

Jeff Bezos (Founder and CEO, Amazon) goes further 
and says, “If you make customers unhappy in the 
physical world, they might each tell six friends. If you 
make customers unhappy on the internet, they can 
each tell 6,000.”

With 97% of organisations looking to bring all their 
data together into one place, according to research 
carried out by Experian, sophisticated and yet easy-
to-use dashboards such as those designed by the 
team at makepositive are beginning to change the 
way organisations are working.

It’s almost impossible to think of a business in today’s 
world that doesn’t rely to some extent on data. Try 
having a ‘data-free day’ and you’ll see how vitally 
important data is to our very existence.
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“Their tends to be an inherent fear of data in most 
organisations. Our job is to enable our clients 
to make the most of their data. Cleansing, de-
duplicating, re-ordering and aggregating data so 
it works harder for the client, requires a supply of 
robust, tested and verified data wherever possible. 
From that point forwards, we can help clients to 
reduce their costs, improve their marketing ROI and 
provide far superior customer service. It’s a win-win”, 
says Sid Khoat, Technical architect at makepositive.

To get a full understanding of why data quality 
is important, you only need to look at the many 
benefits that accurate, actionable data gives to 
organizations.

Here’s a list of benefits taken from the guidance 
notes provided by Experian:

• Lower mailing costs: Accurate customer data 
reduces the amount of undeliverable mail, 
which saves you money in postage costs and 
in having to continually resend packages that 
would have arrived safely the first time, had your 
data been accurate. Additionally, companies that 
make the most concerted efforts to work with 
the U.S. Postal Service to keep their customer 
addresses up to date will receive discounted 
postage rates for direct mail and shipping. 

• Improved customer relations: It makes sense 
that accurate data will improve relations with 
your customers. Data enables you to truly know 
your constituents, which keeps you from sending 
mail that they do not want to read and helps you 
to anticipate and meet their needs. Both of these 
things create a great deal of goodwill with your 
customer base and are more reasons why data 
quality is important. 

• More consistent data: Larger companies and 
organisations that offer several points of entry 
for their customers and clientele must continu-
ally face the problem of data that is inconsistent 
across the business. Inconsistent data leads to 
duplicate mailings, it keeps company and organ-
izational departments from reaching key clients, 
and it creates a host of other problems. Why is 
data quality important? Because it helps keep 
every department in your company on the same 
page when it comes to analyzing and meeting 
the needs of your clients.

• More effective marketing: The importance of 
data quality is also evident in marketing efforts. 
In the past, the lack of demographic and other 
important data about customers meant that 
companies could only market to the broadest 
audience, wasting money on targeting people 
who were unlikely ever to be interested in the 
particular good or service being offered. The 
wealth of demographic information available 
today enables marketing that is more tightly 
focused and more likely to achieve the desired 
results.

By Nadio Granata - Head of Content at makepositive 
and a Teaching Fellow at the University of Leeds 
Business School.

“If you make customers 
unhappy in the physical 
world, they might each 
tell six friends. If you 
make customers unhappy 
on the internet, they can 
each tell 6,000”
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